Abstract

Though IT industry is rapidly growing with the use of recent technologies, IT assets management is semi-automated and unmanaged. Lots of research is carried on and existing asset management software have become intelligent by integrating it with AI (artificial intelligence) but as manual operation is required to manage the system it leads to poor efficiency and security for small and medium enterprise. It can be solved using self-management. IoT provides solution by enabling the design and development of Systems that can adapt themselves to meet the requirements without manual intervention. Internet of Things is the scenario where billions of devices and objects are being embedded with sensors and chips. As these devices gain the ability to communicate using the IoT, the resulting information networks deliver an exponential increase in insight about customer behavior. Organizations can use this insight to create new operating and business models, improve business processes and reduce costs, strengthen security and manage risk, and manage the change that comes with a dynamic environment. When you capitalize upon the insight-rich data
that is generated by the Internet of Things, you can address customer service in a manner that has not been possible before and hence is transformative.
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